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VIDEO NOTES
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My number one takeaway from this video
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KNOW YOUR FONTS
There are great design tools you can use to find the best font for your business. If you find a 

font you love but don’t care for the suggested font pairings, you can do a simple automated 

suggestion research here for other suggested font pairings. Another great resource is Font 

Squirrel. 

While font pairings are fun, keep in mind that they can be overwhelming for your reader 

and if you are a presenter, these fun fonts may not translate to your presentation or 

your hosts’ software. Keep things simple by using universal fonts if possible, like those at 

Google.

Fonts

Look at Google fonts1. Look at the font styles and suggested combinations.

1 Google fonts are recommended because they’re free and universally used in computer programs.

Select up to three fonts that you would like to use for your branding.

           Font 1: 

           Font 2: 

           Font 3: 

https://www.canva.com/font-combinations/
https://www.fontsquirrel.com
https://www.fontsquirrel.com
https://fonts.google.com
https://fonts.google.com
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Do the fonts you chose fit your target audience? For example, if your target audience is 

women, ages 45-65, can they read your font? If your audience is men, ages 25-45, will they 

read the font or strictly look at images? Choose a font that would capture their attention. 

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF 
COLOR
Much research exists around the influence of color on consumer decision-making. Color 

preferences vary by gender, personality and brand style. Overall, preference may come 

down to yours versus another’s based on culture, experiences or personal style. 

Credit: The Logo Company

https://thelogocompany.net/blog/infographics/psychology-color-logo-design/
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Colors

Select 3-5 complementary colors that you would like to use for your branding. Include the 

hex color codes if possible (e.g., #00000). You can also check out COULOURLovers for 

great resources. Then narrow to your top 3.

 

           Color 1: 

           Color 2:  

           Color 3: 

           Color 4: 

           Color 5: 

http://www.color-hex.com
https://www.colourlovers.com
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CHANGE YOUR FILTERS
By using filters on your images, you no longer have to spend hours looking for images that 

are similar in color scheme. You can simply apply a filter. Most design programs have preset 

filters you can use for all your images. Filters are a very powerful addition to storytelling in 

your brand. For example, if you use black and white photos, you might be telling your brand 

story as one of traditional, edgy or modern. Write down your 3 favorite filters from Canva:

           Filter 1: 

           Filter 2: 

           Filter 3: 

Now, using some new royalty-free2  image websites from below, find three new images 

that you like. Upload them to Canva. Apply the same filter to each image. What are your 

thoughts on the images for your brand with the filters?

           Kaboom Pics

           PicJumbo

           StockSnap.io

           Unsplash

           Burst

           Freestocks

           Gratisography

2 These sites list images that are created under the Creative Commons license but always verify licensure before use.

https://kaboompics.com
https://picjumbo.com
https://stocksnap.io
https://unsplash.com
https://burst.shopify.com
https://freestocks.org
https://gratisography.com
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